LS100 Check Scanner

Big Impact in a Small Package
**LS100 Check Scanner**

**THE PRODUCT**

The LS100’s compact design makes it ideal for efficient teller and small-batch Remote Deposit Capture. Its small footprint allows the LS100 to fit in any space, from a small desk or bank teller station to a small business or merchant environment.

**FEATURES**

This LS100 scanner is packed full of features including:

- Fast front and rear check imaging
- Single-handed drop feed and document auto-sensing
- Output pocket for up to 20 items
- 50 documents per minute
- Magnetic MICR reading
- 15-document capacity autofeeder
- Optional rear inkjet endorsement, and magnetic stripe reading
- IP addressable for Ethernet and Wifi

**SPECS**

- Bi-tonal or 16/256 grayscale rendition up to 300dpi
- Infrared sensing for double-feed detection and recovery
- Stationary dual CIS — single-pass front/ rear image scanning
- E13B/CMC7 auto detect MICR reader
- OCR-A numeric, OCR-B, Barcode recognition
- USB 2.0 interface connection
- Dimensions: 6.3” (h) x 4.92” (w) x 8.46” (l)
- Weight: 4.4 lbs
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